CORPSE FLOWER
BLOOMING »

WEST SET TO BAKE IN SCORCHING HEAT »

High temperatures to continue in county,
region with its share of health risks. B3

Ten years in
making, elusive
flower poised to
waft its stench in
Sebastopol. A3

HAPPY UNDER LEAFY CANOPY » Nature
has produced many gorgeous plants
that enjoy varying degrees of shade. D1
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REAL ESTATE » ‘EVERYBODY’S ON THE HUNT’
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Amazon’s $13.7 billion deal for
Whole Foods could revolutionize
the way people buy groceries.

Amazon
poised to
shake up
industry

Rising trend continues
for county home prices

$13.7B deal for grocer
Whole Foods points to
online giant’s aspirations
By ANICK JESDANUN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Online retail
giant Amazon and its CEO Jeff
Bezos are making a bold expansion into physical stores with a
$13.7 billion deal to buy Whole
Foods, setting the stage for radical retail experiments that could
revolutionize
how people buy
groceries and
everything else.
A m a z o n
could try to
use
automation and data
analysis
to
draw
more
Jeff
customers
to
Bezos
stores
while
helping Whole Foods cut costs
and perhaps prices. Meanwhile,
the more than 460 Whole Foods
stores in the U.S., Canada and
the U.K. could be turned into
distribution hubs — not just for
delivering groceries but as pickup centers for online orders.
“The conventional grocery
store should feel threatened
and incapable of responding,”
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING

SR sets goal
to add 5,000
units by 2023
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Ingrid Mathews, real estate agent and co-manager at Better Homes Realty in Santa Rosa, recently put this two bedroom, two-and-a-half bathroom home on Hartley Drive in Santa Rosa in escrow. The limited inventory has made it difficult for buyers, Mathews says.

Values up for 60 months straight as buyers face limited inventory
CLIMBING
PRICES

By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

The median price
for a singlefamily home in
Sonoma County
is up from a year
ago, according
to a new report
by Pacific Union
International.

or five years — 60 straight months — Sonoma
County’s home prices have remained higher
than those from a year earlier.
The trend held again in May, when the median
single-family home price reached $625,000, according
to The Press Democrat’s monthly housing report,
compiled by Pacific Union International senior vice
president Rick Laws. The median price increased
7 percent from May 2016, when it was $583,000.
May 2012 was the last time home prices were
higher the year prior. The median price then was
$329,500, and home values were just on the verge of
rebounding after a historic market crash.
Five years ago, home prices had been depressed by
record numbers of foreclosures and by fears about
the economy, both agents and brokers said. But a
TURN TO PRICES » PAGE A6

By KEVIN MCCALLUM

$625K
May 2017

$583K
May 2016
This Hartley Drive home in Santa Rosa, which has gone into escrow,
had a list price $699,000, slightly above the median price in May.

$329.5K
May 2012
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The campaign against rent control in Santa Rosa went to great
expense to remind voters that
the disputed policy — the first
of its kind in Sonoma County —
wouldn’t create affordable housing, which was technically true.
The goal of rent control was to
preserve the city’s existing stock
of affordable housing while it
worked on ways to build new market-rate and affordable housing.
The city’s ambitious Housing Action Plan seeks to build
5,000 new housing units, half of
which would be affordable, by
2023.
Overwhelmed
in
the
election
rhetoric,
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Protests after Minnesota officer cleared
Fatal shooting’s aftermath
streamed live on Facebook,
sparked widespread outrage
By STEVE KARNOWSKI
AND AMY FORLITI
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ST. PAUL, Minnesota — A Minnesota police officer was cleared Friday
in the fatal shooting of Philando Castile, a black motorist whose death captured national attention when his girlfriend streamed the grim aftermath
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on Facebook.
Castile’s family stormed out of the
courtroom after the verdict was read,
and the city of St. Anthony swiftly
announced plans to dismiss Officer
Jeronimo Yanez, despite his acquittal.
Yanez was charged with manslaughter in the death of Castile, a 32-yearold school cafeteria worker, during a
July 6 traffic stop that turned deadly
seconds after Castile alerted the officer that he was carrying a gun. Castile
had a permit for the weapon.
“The fact in this matter is that my
son was murdered, and I’ll continue to

TEEN GUILTY OF URGING SUICIDE: Legal experts
stunned by decision that Massachusetts
woman’s texts led to boy killing himself / B1

~ wine and grilling competition ~
~ 13 wineries ~

say murdered, because where in this
planet (can you) tell the truth, and you
be honest, and you still be murdered
by the police of Minnesota,” his mother, Valerie Castile, said, referring to
the fact that her son was shot after he
volunteered to Yanez, “Sir, I have to
tell you, I do have a firearm on me.”
“He didn’t deserve to die the way
he did,” Philando Castile’s sister, Allysza, said, through tears. “I will never
have faith in the system.”
Thousands of people gathered Friday
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Jeronimo
Yanez
Minnesota police
officer faced
charges in the
shooting death of
a black motorist.
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